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ABSTRACT

detector, Edge Drawing (ED) algorithm, with all of ED’s
parameters at their extremes, and validating the detected
edge segments by the Helmholtz principle [13-14]. Thus,
EDPF is a completely parameter-free edge segment detector.

We present a high-speed contour detector, which we name
EDContours, that works by running our real-time
parameter-free edge segment detector, Edge Drawing
Parameter Free (EDPF), at different scale-space
representations of an image. Combining the edge segments
detected by EDPF at different scales, EDContours generates
a soft contour map for a given image. EDContours works on
gray-scale images, is parameter-free, runs very fast, and
results in an F-measure score of 0.62 on the Berkeley
Segmentation Dataset (BSDS300).

To convert EDPF into a contour detector, which we name
EDContours, we make use of the scale space theory [16-18].
The idea is to use EDPF to detect meaningful edge segments
of an image at different scale-space representations of an
image, and combine the detected edge segments into a soft
contour map. We show through experimentations on
BSDS300 benchmark that EDContours is a high-speed
contour detector that produces good results. Specifically,
EDContours takes an average of 100 ms per image in a PC
having a Intel 2.20GHz 2670QM CPU on the 100 test
images in BSDS300, and results in an F-measure score of
0.62 for gray-scale benchmark.

Index Terms— Contour detection, Scale-Space
Analysis, Edge Drawing Parameter Free (EDPF)
1. INTRODUCTION

2. EDGE DRAWING PARAMETER FREE (EDPF)

Contour detection is an important problem and is usually
used as a preprocessing step for image segmentation [1-8].
Among many contour detection and image segmentation
frameworks, Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and
Benchmark (BSDS300) [3, 4] have found wide-spread use
for evaluating new contour detection and segmentation
algorithms.

Edge Drawing (ED) [9, 10] is our recently-proposed, realtime edge/edge segment detector. Unlike traditional edge
detectors, e.g., Canny, which work by identifying a set of
potential edge pixels in an image and eliminating non-edge
pixels through operations such as non-maximal suppression,
hysteresis thresholding, erosion etc., ED follows a proactive
approach and works by first identifying a set of gradient
extrema points in the image, called the anchors, and then
links these anchors using a smart routing procedure; that is,
ED literally draws edges in an image.

Most recent and successful contour detection algorithms
have made use of the compass-operator proposed in [5].
This operator works by comparing the gradient distributions
of the pixels inside the two halves of a circle of a certain
radius centered at a pixel. The contours detected by a
combination of brightness, color and texture gradients using
this operator have produced good results [1, 2, 6], but at the
expense of a high computational cost.

ED has many parameters that must be set by the user, which
requires the tuning of ED’s parameters for different types of
images. Ideally, one would want to have a real-time
edge/edge segment detector which runs with a fixed set of
internal parameters for all types of images and requires no
parameter tuning. To achieve this goal, we have recently
incorporated ED with the “a contrario” edge validation
mechanism due to the Helmholtz principle [13, 14], and
obtained a real-time parameter-free edge segment detector,
which we name Edge Drawing Parameter Free (EDPF) [11,
12]. EDPF works by running ED with all ED’s parameters
at their extremes, which detects all possible edge segments

In this paper, we present a high-speed contour detector
based on our real-time, parameter-free edge segment
detector, Edge Drawing Parameter Free (EDPF) [9-12].
EDPF makes use of the edge segment validation
methodology due to the Helmholtz principle presented by
Desolneux, Moisan and Morel [13-15], and detects
perceptually “meaningful” edge segments in a given image.
EDPF works by running our real-time edge segment
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in a given image with many false detections. We then
validate the extracted edge segments byy the Helmholtz
principle, which eliminates false detectioons leaving only
perceptually meaningful edge segments.

structures inside the image get deteected by EDPF; however,
at coarse scales many fine detailss are lost with only the
general outlines of the large structu
ures getting detected. So,
depending on your application, one can feed different scalespace representations of an image to EDPF and obtain the
amount of detail desired in the final result.
URS
3. EDCONTOU
To convert EDPF into a contour detector, our idea is to
analyze an image at different scale-space representations,
detect edge segments by EDPF at each scale and combine
the detected edge segments into a soft contour map. We
observe from the edge segments prroduced by EDPF in Fig.
2 is that at coarse scale representaations, fine details of the
image get lost; therefore, EDPF detects
d
only the general
outlines of the large structures in
n the image. Boundaries
detected at coarse scales must therefore have a high
probability of being a contour than
n those detected at finer
scales. This is because the bound
daries detected at coarse
scales are also likely to be detected
d at finer scales. This can
easily be observed in the edge segm
ments shown in Fig. 2.

Fig 1. Lena and its edge segments detected by EDPF. The image
was first smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with  = 1.0.

Fig. 1 shows the famous Lena image and thhe edge segments
detected by EDPF. The image was first sm
moothed by a 5x5
Gaussian kernel with  = 1.0 (default foor EDPF) before
being fed into EDPF. Clearly, EDPF detects all perceptually
meaningful edge segments in the image witth very few false
positives. We note that the current version of EDPF only
processes gray-scale images and computes the gradient map
of an image using any one of the well-known gradient
operators, Prewitt, Sobel or Scharr. Our eexperiments have
shown that the choice of the gradient opperator does not
change the overall quality of the results prooduced by EDPF,
so we use the Prewitt operator by default [11, 12].

With this observation, EDContourrs follows a very simple
idea for contour detection: Giveen an image, generate
representations of an image at diffferent scales; feed each
representation to EDPF to detect meeaningful edge segments,
and simply combine edge segmentss together to compute the
final soft contour map. Here is the sketch
s
of the algorithm:
EDContours(Image I[x,y]){
I.
ContourMap[x,y] = 0; // initialize the contour map to 0
II. for (sigma=1.0; sigma<=4.0; sigm
ma+=0.25){
II.I.
t = sigma*sigma;
II.II.
SSI[x,y] = L(I[x,y],t); // SS rep.
r of image I[x,y]@t
II.III.
EdgeSegments = EDPF(SSI[x
x,y]);
II.IV. ContourMap[x,y] += EdgeSeegments[x,y];
} //end-for
III. Scale ContourMap[x,y] values to [0-255]
[
IV. return ContourMap[x,y]
} // end-EDContours

RY
3. SCALE-SPACE THEOR
Scale-space theory is a framework foor handling the
structures in an image at different scales byy representing an
image as a one-parameter family of sm
moothed images
parametrized by the size of the smoothingg kernel used for
suppressing fine-scale structures [16-18]. T
The main type of
scale-space is the linear Gaussian scalle-space, and is
formalized as follows: Given an image I[xx,y], its Gaussian
scale-space representation is a family of ssmoothed images
L(I[x,y],t) = I[x,y]*g(x,y;t) obtained by thhe convolution of
the image I[x,y] with the Gaussian keernel g(x,y;t) =
మ
మ
ଵ
݁ ିሺ௫ ା௬ ሻȀଶ௧ , where “t” is the scale param
meter and has the
ଶగ௧
interpretation that at scale-space level “t”, image structures
of spatial size smaller than about ξ ݐare smoothed away,
To rephrase this,
and are therefore not perceptible [16-18]. T
at coarse scales, only the general outliines of the big
structures inside the image would be percceptible; while at
fine scales, all details would be perceptible.

F for several scale-space
This algorithm simply calls EDPF
representations of the image and ad
dds the results on top of
each other. We observe during experimentations that below
t=1.0, no extra details are detected; above t=16.0, the image
becomes too coarse, so too much detail gets lost. This is
why we use the scale-space repreesentations of the image
between t=1 and t=16 for contour detection. The value of
the increment amount (0.25) is an experimental parameter.
Making this smaller simply increases the running time
without improving the quality of the results. Making this
bigger, e.g., 0.50, decreases the overall quality of the
resulting contour map. Thus, we haave settled on a value of
0.25. So, the loop in EDContours iterates for a total of 21
mes to compute the soft
times; that is, we call EDPF 21 tim
contour map.

Fig. 2 shows the scale-space representatioons of a sample
image from the BSDS300 benchmark and thhe corresponding
edge segments detected by EDPF at each reepresentation. As
expected, at fine scale representations all details of
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Scale space rep. L(I[x,y],t)@t=1.0

EDPF Boundaries of @t=1.0

L(I[x,y],t)@t=4.0

EDPF Boundaries@t=4.0

L(I[x,y],t)@t=9.0

L(I[x,y],t)@t=16.0

EDPF Boundaries@t=9.0

EDPF Boundaries@t=16.0

Fig 2. Boundaries detected by EDPF at different scale-space representations of an image from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset
(BSDS300). At small scales, all details present in the image are detected; while at larger scales, finer details get eliminated and only the
general outline of the large structures are detected. EDPF takes only 7ms to compute the boundaries for a single image of size 481x321.
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Image (321x481)
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Fig 3. 1st column: Original images from the BSDS300 dataset; 2nd column: Soft contours generated by EDContours; 3rd column: PrecisionRecall curves; 4th column: Thresholded EDContours, which correspond to the points of maximal F-measure on the Precision-Recall curves
shown on the 3rd column. The reader can get more results online at EDContours’s Web site [19].
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prewitt gradient operator working on the brightness channel,
which is known not to give good response at all perceptually
meaningful boundaries of an image. As our future work, we
plan to integrate other gradient operators, i.e., color and
texture channel gradient operators, into EDPF to get better
results on the BSDS300 benchmark. Our goal is to catch and
exceed (if possible) the results obtained by state of the art
contour detectors while preserving the speed of
EDContours. Interested reader may obtain contour maps for
other images online at EDContours’s Web site [19].

To test the performance of EDContours on BSDS300, we
downloaded the benchmarking dataset and code from
BSDS300 Web site [4], and ran EDContours on the 100 test
images. Fig. 3 shows the contour maps produced by
EDContours on several sample images from the dataset.
Clearly, the contour maps are visually good for the given
sample images, and produce good F-measure scores as
shown by the Prevision-Recall curves. We note that
EDContours takes an average of about 100ms per image in a
PC having a Intel 2.20GHz 2670QM CPU on the 100 test
images in BSDS300 dataset.
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